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Introduction
Kristin Arola
The Hawisher Selfe Caring for the Future Scholarship honors the pioneering work of Gail
Hawisher and Cindy Selfe, whose visible commitment to the field of Computers and Writing—
through their scholarship, teaching, and service—is rivaled only by their commitment to mentor
new (and not-so-new) scholars in the profession. Through their words and deeds, Hawisher and
Selfe have empowered a generation of scholars to believe in themselves and to continue the hard,
and often invisible, work of promoting and sustaining an inclusive, diverse, and equitable
environment. To those ends, the HSCF Scholarship was founded in 2012 to support first-time
Computers and Writing attendees from underrepresented groups who have shown an interest in
furthering their studies in a computers and writing related field. We encourage you all to
nominate folks for next year, and to donate at hawisherselfe.org. We cannot do this without your
donations.
Today our past winners share with you their stories. These past winners include:
Janine Butler just earned her Ph.D. in Rhetoric, Writing, and Professional Communication from
East Carolina University this May. This August, she will begin her new position as Assistant
Professor teaching writing for the National Technical Institute for the Deaf at Rochester Institute
of Technology. *** Last year’s Computers and Writing was in Rochester, New York, and she is
thrilled to be returning there.
Joe Cirio is a PhD candidate at Florida State University’s Rhetoric and Composition program.
He is currently writing his dissertation which seeks to explore the ways writing assessment
manifests within everyday literate activity in order to provide an alternate approach to theorizing
writing assessment. *** At FSU, Joe teaches courses for the undergraduate writing major as well

as a course that trains undergraduates to tutor in FSU’s Reading-Writing Center and Digital
Studio. Joe won the Caring for the Future award in 2015.
Joy Robinson is an assistant professor at The University of Alabama in Huntsville. and teaches
Technical Communication, New Media and User Experience courses. She began her career as a
product engineer and later worked in digital media as the director for media services at the
Illinois Institute of Technology. Her research focuses on collaboration and teaming in various
work contexts. *** Her work has been published in JTWC, and IEEE ProComm. Her latest
article published in TCQ "Look Before You Lead: Seeing Virtual Teams Through the Lens of
Games" interrogates the use of leadership theory for virtual gaming environments. She won the
Gail E. Hawisher & Cynthia L. Selfe Caring for the Future Scholarship in 2013.
Victor Del Hierro recently accepted a tenure-track assistant professor position at the University
of Texas at El Paso. His work in Digital and Cultural Rhetorics, combines Hip Hop and
Borderlands theories to build spaces that emphasizes engagement with multiple modalities, local
communities, and rhetorical practices. *** As a Chicano scholar from the Juarez-El Paso
Borderland, Victor is committed to migration as a purposeful practice that transcends across
professional academic spaces with a commitment to community building and sustainability as a
teacher, researcher, and community member. Victor co-won the Caring for the Future award last
year with Anna Knutson.
Laura Gonzales is an Assistant Professor of Rhetoric and Writing Studies at the University of
Texas, El Paso, where she researches and teaches technical communication and bilingual
professional writing. She is currently directing and developing Sites of Translation: A
Multilingual User-Experience Research Center to facilitate the creation and dissemination of
linguistically diverse technologies for community organizations. *** Laura is also the recipient
of the 2016 Sweetland/UM Digital Rhetoric Collaborative book prize for her book, Sites of
Translation: What Multilinguals Can Teach us About Digital Rhetoric and Writing. She won the
Gail E. Hawisher & Cynthia L. Selfe Caring for the Future Scholarship in 2012.

Janine Butler
When we former winners of the Hawisher and Selfe scholarship began discussing ideas for this
session, we often discussed the importance of mentors and academic family trees. Throughout
my life and academic career, I have had mentors who recognized what I could contribute as a
Deaf woman who studies and teaches through both American Sign Language (ASL) and English.

To continue the idea of a family tree, let’s start with a quick summary of my roots. If a deaf child
is born to a hearing family and the family does not learn sign language, then that could lead to
language deprivation and barriers to communication for the child.
[Image: signing TREE]
In my case, I was born to a hearing family, including a brother who was four years older than
me. When my parents found out I was deaf, they began learning sign language—and while they
were learning, they taught it to me and my brother Greg. The video capture on the display comes
from a video of my brother and me signing together when we are very young. In this moment,
my brother is describing the images on each page in a picture book. One of these images is a
swing in a tree, so he explains/signs to me that the image is, quote, “like Greg and Janine in
Grandpa’s tree!” I repeat his sign of TREE, so this video capture shows us both signing TREE as
we remember climbing the tree in our grandfather’s yard.
I chose this moment to emphasize the importance of family trees and support systems in
academic fields where minorities often can be the only one—or one of the few—like them in a
department or academic community. Just like my brother learned sign language to communicate
with me, we can all continue to recognize the value of those who bring different identities to the
community.
I was the only Deaf person in my departments throughout my undergraduate, master’s, and PhD
programs, and I have had mentors who recognized my role in the academic field. Michelle Eble
at East Carolina University was my sponsor for this award when I received it in 2014, and she
has always been extremely supportive of me and my work. This is my fourth year presenting at
Computers and Writing, and each year I share my experiences as a Deaf instructor and scholar
communicating through ASL and English in my presentations.
I may be the only Deaf person right here, but I'm not the only one who comes from a
multilingual and multicultural background. I want us all to continue considering how we can
include these multiple perspectives in our conference sessions and our scholarship in general.
How can we support others? And I fully include myself in that we, especially now that I am
transitioning from my role as a student to my role as an Assistant Professor.
[Image: signing ILY at graduation]
The image on screen comes from my graduation from East Carolina University four weeks ago.
In this image, I am standing on stage in my graduation regalia next to my mentor and dissertation
chair, Tracy Ann Morse, who is fluent in sign language and researches deaf rhetorics. Right after

she hooded me on stage, we posed for photographs while signing I LOVE YOU, which
communicates our role in Deaf culture.
To me, this image captures the inclusive nature of writing studies: that English isn’t the only
language we speak. We can continue to connect various backgrounds, languages, and identities
in our collective family tree.

Joseph Cirio
The application for the Caring for the Future Award asks applicants for a brief statement that
describes their current and future scholarly and pedagogical work and how the applicant
represents a traditionally underrepresented group. Of course, I knew I was eligible for the
award—I’m a graduate student, was going to be a first-time attendee of the conference, and I’m
brown. But when it came to sitting down and writing my statement, I struggled: am I really
deserving of this award? Just by looking at my face, it’s hard to tell what’s going on. I’ve used
this racial ambiguity to my advantage, drawing upon my brown-ness when it suits me and
walking it back when it doesn’t. So, when I sat to write my statement, I really felt a great deal of
shame. A chameleon running roughshod with his race doesn’t seem like the ideal candidate.
I enlisted others for help. I turned to my friend Mikayla Avila Vila, an MFA student at
Florida State whose posts on Facebook and Twitter I’ve always admired in how she treats her
racial experience in the South. It was through our conversation that helped me come to terms
with the experience of being something of a chameleon. Mikayla laid it out plainly: you’re not
underrepresented. You’re not represented at all. And she was right: up until the Summer of 2015,
Florida State’s rhet/comp program had only one Asian-American accepted and enrolled in the
program—and that was me.
~
[Photo A] My parents: Regina and Tony Cirio. [Photo B] My two brothers and me : when our
mom would call our names, it’d sound like it were one word: TJ-MIKEY-JOEY. Now, Anthony,
Mikey, and Joe. [Photo C] My mom comes from a big Italian family; her grandparents migrated
here from Italy at the turn of the 20th century. My Dad is from the Philippines, his parents
migrated to the States in the 1950s. [Photo D]
[Photo E] Growing up, my mom stayed home to raise us while my dad worked. When
she had to run an errand, she’d have to drag three boys with her. Luckily, she claims she would
get compliments on how well behaved we usually were. There was one time this happened that
always kinda irked my mom—she’ll retell it every once in a while. We were at a Walmart
around Drexel Hill, Pennsylvania, where we lived at the time. A women approached my mom to,
again, compliment her on how well-behaved the three of us were. The woman then turns to my
mom and asks, “What agency did you go through?” “Which agency?” my mom asked. “Yeah,

what adoption agency did you go through?” “Oh,” my mom would say, “my husband is
Filipino.”
~
[Photo F] Oddly enough, FSU’s rhet/comp program accepted an MA student in 2015 whose
parents were also Italian and Filipino, Christina Giarusso. I just thought the odds of that were
pretty wild, but as Christina put it: you couldn’t find two more Catholic countries than Italy and
the Philippines. Here’s a picture of us last year at Computers and Writing.
Last year in Rochester, a few graduate students from Florida State including Christina
and me went out to a restaurant by the canal. We were seated in a crowded room. After a few
minutes chatting, I turn to Christina and asked if she noticed anything about the room. She knew
exactly what I was talking about. “Of course,” she said, “we’re the only brown people in the
room.” One of our friends sitting with us overheard our conversation and asked, “Do you really
think about that when you walk into a room?”
“Well,” I say, “It’s not the first thing I look for, but you kinda pick up on these things.”
She says back, “I’ve never really thought to pay attention to that kind of thing.”
~
[Blank Slide] Sometimes being brown in a room full of white people sneaks up on you
when you least expect it. A short, innocuous comment can make you feel like you’re under a
microscope. You might find yourself on a farm for your partner’s family reunion, like I was in
2011. You’d walk up to a couple of her relatives, and she’d introduce you, saying” “Hi, grandpa,
this is Joe, my Asian Boyfriend.” You’d think, “Hm. I don’t remember my mom ever calling my
dad her Asian husband. He was just her husband.” A lingering stare from someone across the
room would makes your face flush, and you think, “what am I doing here?”
~
[Photo G/H] My brothers and I loved Jackie Chan movies, and we watched a lot of
Hook, Steven Spielberg’s Peter Pan reboot, because of Dante Basco’s character Rufio, Roo-Fiohhhh. As kids, we didn’t consciously seek out these movies because they had brown people in
them, but we gravitated toward them because they were the closest thing we had to superheroes
that looked like us.
[Photo I] There’s a story that for the filming of the last Star Trek movie with the original
cast, George Takei pushed for his character Sulu to captain his own ship despite that decision
meaning that he’d get less screen time. This decision bewildered his cast members like William
Shatner because Takei would also presumably get less money to captain a fictional, imaginary
ship. But for me the decision made a lot of sense, and to see a captain who kinda looked like me
really meant a lot. [Photo J] And Of course, if you’ve seen the trailer for the new Star Trek
series, Star Trek: Discovery, I had very similar reaction—as did others. Swapna Krishna, a writer
who covers science fiction, writes of her reaction to Michelle Yeoh’s character, the captain of the
new series. Krishna was struck by the very first lines spoken by Yeoh’s character, bursting into
tears. “Why?”. Krishna writes, “Because Michelle Yeoh kept her accent.” She continues,

As a young girl of color, Star Trek was the first place I can remember seeing myself
represented. Through characters like Uhura, Sulu and Geordi LaForge, I saw people that
looked a little like me — that shared the first thing people notice about me, a darker skin
color — and for the first time understood that I could achieve anything, even serve on a
starship. I, and people who looked like me, existed in this future.
~
I’m at Computers and Writing, Findlay, Ohio, June 2, 2017--Friday night. I’m standing in the
back of the banquet hall as I watch the award winners of the Hawisher & Selfe Award speak
prior to the awards ceremony. I hold up my thumb and hide the speakers behind it. And then I
look at around the room and wonder whether I see myself.
	
  

Joy Robinson
Awkward moments (in no particular
order)
Walking into an HR building and being
mistaken twice on 2 different occasions at 2
different schools for someone looking for a
job. While others who walk into the room
and are seen first and called Dr.

Being the poster child for your school with
your face appearing on websites and
brochures as there are fewer than 10 african
american professors on campus making it
less than 2% of the academic faculty.

Wondering exactly what to do for an african
american student student who finds out that
she is unexpectedly pregnancy during
midterms and realizing with a heavy heart
that she will be seen first as another black,
unwed mother before she is seen as one of
the few smart, talented female engineers.

Being asked to meet a new black faculty
hire for dinner where other black female
faculty will be in attendance. At the dinner,
looking around the table and realizing that
we fit at a table designed to seat 10 with
room to spare.

Wondering just how hard it is to find a TT
african american scholar who can teach
african american studies. It seems like we
can always find a TT woman to teach
women's studies.

Wondering why reportedly Historically
Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs)
don’t have technical and professional
writing programs.

Meeting an African American student at a
conference and thinking, well at least there
is one this year.

Good moments (in no particular order)

Having a minority student walking by your
open office and doing a double take like
there is a blue elephant in the room. Then
knocking and asking if they could come talk
to you as they have never seen an african
american professor on campus. Then me
saying that that they could drop by anytime I
am in the office to chat if then feel the need.
Lending an ear to all kinds manner of
disenfranchised students, adjuncts, and
lecturers who are struggling to fit into
campus life, keep up with their studies, or
manage their home life, and make good
choices. And giving them the best advice I
am able to give them on working, playing,
and living in this wide world.

Victor J Del Hierro
The first academic conference I ever presented at was in November of 2010 with some of my
familia-from-scratch at the Society for the Study of Gloria Anzaldua: El Mundo Zurdo
conference. For an undergraduate Chicano with aspirations in academia, El Mundo Zurdo was a
rare experience. To be completely surrounded by the many shades of brown bodies and our allies
in an academic setting wasn’t something I appreciated until a few years later.
Over the next couple of years, conference after conference, I was exhausted. Everyone is tired
after conferences, but the exhaustion that comes with a concentrated dose of microaggressions,
imposter-syndrome, and the inability to not be on requires a different type of healing. Knowing
that conferences can be energizing and never being able to replicate that experience is frustrating
and discouraging.

Until last year, when I had the chance to attend Computers and Writing for the first time in
Rochester. C and W was a different kind of conference experience. For me it marked the first
time since I joined Rhetoric and Writing studies that i felt comfortable. That i felt like i
belonged. A space that I wanted to invest my time into.
Now I may be a bit biased, I did win an award last year and received funding to attend.
Every conference has some kind of diversity initiative. But very few conferences do the work
beyond the award. CW isn’t magically an inclusive space, I know and can tell there are a lot of
hard working invested people working to make CW what it is.
Honoring and understanding the work that has been invested in this space, I want to use my time
here to make two points.
The first point is about the politics of diversity and inclusion. C and W is an exciting academic
space because of the range of work we do. Like minded scholars whose academic interests
usually include a few commas. It’s a big enough conference to include so many ideas yet small
enough to be able to engage. The thing about being inclusive is that as you bring in more voices,
they broaden more than just the optics.
We broaden the histories, experiences, critiques, and perspectives. I’m happy to be seen but I
also want to be heard and respected. Realize that as marginalized people, it takes a lot for us to
speak up. Because of that, be conscious that if we are choosing to speak up, we are saying
something that we feel is important. Keep that in mind. What we say is coming from somewhere.
The second point I want to leave you with is an acknowledgement of labor and a challenge. In
my experience, so much of the work behind this award and the folks who made this conference
inclusive has been possible because of the labor of women. The award is named after two
women, the two people who organize the award are women, the people running the GRN are
mostly women...We all know that women are are overwhelmingly responsible for the service
obligations in our departments, conferences, and organizations. As a new scholar and someone a
part of the C and W community I want to help lead a more concerted effort by my cis male
colleagues to do better. And not just in the boys club kind of ways but in a real effort to be
inclusive.

Laura Gonzales
To the girls facing the frontlines of “we’ve never done it like this before”:
I see you.
Sitting on a plane, running your tiny chubby fingers along each face on your 2nd grade class
picture,

following your parents on their search for the American Dream.
I see you.
Mouthing foreign words
in front of your mirror, making sure your language matches
the transparency of your perceivably inoffensive skin.
I see you.
A raging teenager,
ears behind headphones bigger than your head,
ears closed, eyes open
working on the things you could control
while those you couldn’t fell apart
clinging onto your stability,
chipping away.
I see you.
Fighting against “you can’ts” and “you shouldn’ts” and “you won’ts”
I see you
applying to fancy colleges you know you could never go to,
just to see if you could get in
I see you
writing your master’s thesis on the back of receipt paper at the grocery store
during your 12-hour shifts
I see you
learning to teach with your heart
and fight through your labor
I see you.
Being a mother to your brother and a father to your dad
and a teacher to your students
and a colleague to your friends
and a friend to your mentors
and a threat—
I see you here
happy.
Plotting with chingonas over chilaquiles
under the El Paso mountains,
Knowing that your job is not to win
but to keep fighting

so that your now grown but still chubby fingers
can wedge space
in the “you couldn’ts”
and “you wouldn’ts”
and “you shouldn’t haves”
I see you.
dreaming
and worrying
and pushing and protecting
and building
for the little girls with chubby fingers
who couldn’t do it any other way.
	
  
	
  
	
  

Angela Haas
Response
First, I’d like to begin by thanking the Erie, Shawnee, and Wyandot Indians whose ancestral
lands we are conferring on this week. Next, my deepest gratitude goes to Janine, Joe, Joy, Victor,
and Laura for sharing their stories and embodied knowledges with us today. Each of these
brilliant scholar-teacher-activists practice the very values that this award honors Gail and Cindy
for. Although each received the award as a mentee, they are mentoring our scholarly community
by generously sharing their work and humanity—and like Cindy & Gail, altogether they remind
us: to work from our most ethical selves, about the ongoing inequities in technological,
institutional, and pedagogical access, and that we do not only learn from one another and
disciplinary work, but from our students, families (chosen and birth), communities, and other
workplaces and spaces. Let us honor this co-mentoring work this evening by considering how
Janine, Joe, Joy, Victor, and Laura extend Gail & Cindy’s important work in important ways. I
will begin by sharing what I learned by bearing witness to these testimonies.
Y’all have collaboratively created a space of wonder for the Computers & Writing
community. To explain:
• I wonder to what extent our community employs naming to otherize, fetishize, honor,
and/or empower? Who and how do we name, and toward what ends?
• I wonder how we might tease out the tensions related to the optics of diversity—between
visibility, hypervisibility, and overexposure. Toward what ends are we diversifying our
community and why?
• I wonder how might our community might continue diversifying without tokenizing and
minoritizing.
• I wonder how our community might extend our conversations about the rhetorics of
diversity, underrepresentation, no representation, underserved, unenfranchised, and

disenfranchised—and to think about these not only in relation to our community but our
scholarship and citation practices.
• Now that we have at least five generations of Computers & Writing scholars, I wonder to
what extent our family tree has evenly supported diversity and equity initiatives. And I
wonder to what extent we might recognize those who have cleared a path for and have
helped to sustain social justice work. I know, for example, that I would likely not be a
part of this community, nor would I have pursued a PhD, had it not been for the
mentoring and encouragement of Kris Blair.
• I wonder who has welcomed you into this community, and who have you welcomed into
this community? Have you invited scholars of color, international, multilingual scholars,
queer, and disabled scholars into your intellectual family? Related, whose sessions do
you attend, when are the presentations of minority scholars scheduled and against which
other sessions?
• Finally, for the sake of time, I wonder how the 7Cs might help conference organizers
think about issues of diversity of equity. For example, how might organizers schedule the
presentations of our award winners and other minority scholars in ways that encourage
attendance from the wider community?
These stories underscore the importance of witnessing and testifying the real embodied
experiences of marginalized and oppressed people surviving societal and structural inequities.
Not to mention the extraordinary obstacles encountered and labor invested in order to survive.
Not just in institutions like academia that, at best, were not designed with us in mind or, at worst,
were built to purposely keep us out. But also situated in a nation that values, expects, and
rewards compliance, assimilation, and deference to colonialism and capitalism. Thus, tonight I
invite you, dear Computers & Writing family, to share your learning moments this evening. How
have you witnessed these testimonies in ways that respects and supports multiplicity and
difference? What have you learned from these stories, and how might you be an agent for
positive change in our community and discipline?

Cheryl Ball
Q&A
Transition to 2017 Award Winner Announcement
This year’s winner, Candace Chambers, just completed her MA in English with a
concentration in Composition, Rhetoric, and English Studies from the University of Alabama.
She will be starting her PhD program in English and Education at the University of Michigan
this fall. Her current work explores how selfies can be used in the first-year composition
classroom, and she is particularly interested in research supported activities that will help firstyear composition students meet learning outcomes. Her mentor, Dr. Amber Buck, also spoke of

Candace’s collaborative work with the #girls4change project, a mentoring program for girls in
Hobson City, Alabama’s oldest incorporated black town. This project asked participants to
document aspects of community life and formulate an action plan for change. Buck had high
praises for Chambers work and methodology, saying that her “community-engaged scholarship
serves as a model in our field for positioning informants as co-researchers.” We can’t wait to see
what Candace does during her Ph.D. work and we are delighted to have her with us this year at
Computers and Writing.
	
  

